
we are
Pathfinders

Guiding clients to
outstanding outcomes
for 20 years
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S DO RIGHT
For our owners. For our real estate professionals. For our clients. Putting the client first
is not a billboard or slogan, but an operating credo at the core of every Coldwell Banker
Commercial® affiliates professional.

WIN TOGETHER
We are a community of commercial real estate professionals. We build each other up.
We share our knowledge. Connections made here are as valuable as the deals we
secure. By leveraging internal skills and expertise we win business, grow as a network
and as a result ensure that our clients achieve their goals.

OWNERSHIP MENTALITY
We have grit and plenty of heart to make things happen and help clients reach their goals.
We see the possibilities that others miss. We are business owners, so we think like business
owners. We know what it takes to close the deal. With local expertise in our markets,
we know all the right people and economic opportunities, and we anticipate and address
potential issues before they arise to make sure the deal gets done.

BIG HEARTED
Coldwell Banker Commercial® affiliated professionals are local experts because they live,
work and serve in their communities. There’s a spirit of community in every affiliated
company – one that not only loves the markets in which they reside, but showcases that
affection through action. Giving back is at the heart of our brand and is undeniably evident
when you walk into any Coldwell Banker Commercial office across the globe. We are a
community that has a big heart for our communities. 
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THE STORY 
BEHIND 
THE STAR

IN THE DARKEST NIGHTS, even when the clouds

obscure a good deal of the starry heavens, the North

Star can still be found. A beacon to pathfinders,

trailblazers and pioneers of yesteryear, it is still that

guide even today.

Finding the North Star means you know the way.

And in turn, that you are equipped to guide others to

where they need to be. Coldwell Banker Commercial

professionals are dedicated to find the right solution for

their clients at every step of the way.

Guidance and forging a path forward have been at our

core since 1906 when Colbert Coldwell wanted to do

right by his clients.

He created a road to success that would outlast all

others, where 114 years later, his name and the

Coldwell Banker Commercial brand not only are still

standing but continue to grow. His internal compass

and ownership mentality of embracing each client’s

business needs as if it were his own are at the core

of the brand. And that big-hearted nature for his

community is still what allows our network to continue

to win together over a century later.

Today, our mission remains the same as it did in the

streets of San Francisco at the turn of the last century:

to be pathfinders.

Like the North Star, Coldwell Banker Commercial

continues to be the guide to show our clients the way. 
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Your path to
success is our
commitment.
We’ll help you
get there.

 

A Force in
Commercial
Real Estate

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU

Forging a new path takes vision and grit. It takes seeing

opportunity before others do. Experience, creativity and

the agility to move quickly is a must when it comes to

commercial real estate deals. This is what we do – The

Power of Coldwell Banker Commercial®. We help turn your

vision into reality. Our brokers pair local expertise with

global reach and offer smart solutions that turn your goals

into maximized returns. We’re a force in the commercial

real estate industry, backed by one of the most recognized

names in the business*. For over 115 years, we’ve been

pathfinders paving a road to success and guiding our

clients to achieve outstanding outcomes.

Like you, we’re business owners with an ownership

mentality. We speak your language and understand that

your success is our success. We’re committed to reaching

goals, closing deals and building connections within

our communities. Developing creative solutions, solving

problems and offering sound advice is our goal – and our

commitment to you.

OUR LEGACY: TRUSTED. PROVEN. ENDURING.

Founded after the San Francisco earthquake of 1906,

the Coldwell Banker Commercial brand was created to

protect the interests of people striving to rebuild their city.

As fearless entrepreneurs, Colbert Coldwell and Benjamin

Banker created a “brokers only” standard, bringing

honesty and transparency to the real estate transaction,

and paved a road to success outlasting all others. From

our humble beginnings over a century ago to becoming

a global real estate powerhouse, Coldwell Banker

Commercial always puts people first.

COLDWELL BANKER COMMERCIAL IS:
 Top 15 firms in the U.S. for sales transaction

market share in 2021 by MSCI Real Capital
Analytics 

Member firm of the International Council of
Shopping Centers (ICSC)

 One of the Lipsey Company’s Top 25 commercial
real estate brands in 2021

 Ranked third in number of Certified Commercial
Investment Member (CCIM) company designees
in 2021; CCIM Platinum partner

40
COUNTRIES

500+
MARKETS

2,600+
PROFESSIONALS

GLOBAL POWER

Coldwell Banker Commercial®  is one of the most recognized and well-respected names in real estate*, commanding a global

geographical footprint with representation in primary, secondary and tertiary markets in North America and around the globe. 

Egypt Operations

Coldwell Banker first arrived in the Middle East in 2001 when Coldwell Banker Intercontinental Affiliates was formed by acquiring the

franchise rights for Coldwell Banker and Coldwell Banker Commercial in Egypt. The company grew to become the leading real estate

broker in the country. Coldwell Banker Egypt is the first professional real estate company in Egypt with registration number 7175.

It set out form a develop real estate marketing model to lead the region and to provide a high quality residential and commercial real estate

services. Our offices are conveniently located and accessible to clients. We have branches in New Cairo, Sheikh Zayed, Maadi and Zamalek.



 

 

Choose your home
from more than +400
residential Real Estate

Projects in Egypt

Your biggest commercial
projects consultant since

2016, studying and
evaluating Real Estate

Projects and market for
investment opportunities

More than 15 years
of experience managing

auctions in Egypt

Specialized in Facility
Management services

A specialized academy
provides greater insight
into the profession of

selling and closing deals

COLDWELL BANKER GROUP OF COMPANIES IN EGYPT
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R&D
Consultancy

Services

FULL-SERVICE
CAPABILITIES

Development
STUDIES

Asset
Valuation

 Real Estate
Investment

Funding
Advisory

Primary
Market

Secondary
Market

Commercial
Sales

After understanding the client's needs and overall objectives including their investment strategies and advising 
on possible solutions, structures. We connect investors with lending and equity sources in Egypt to secure the 
best financing and deal structure for any asset or property type, with tailored financial modelling and detailed 
economic impact assessment.

Offering in-depth real estate investment services, getting access to diverse investment opportunities in the local 
market. Whether you are buying or selling, our investment experts looking for top-tier solutions to maximize 
returns on your investments. Our growing investor pool allows us to seize exciting opportunities as they arise.

Our professionals know what it takes to guide the clients to satisfying outcomes with their real estate needs. 
Providing all the needed information for the most prestigious commercial projects in East, West and New 
Capital, to help you comparing to take a better decision.

Our team of consultants can help business owners and individuals buy, sell, or lease commercial real estate 
properties, as retail, office & medical. They understand market dynamics and provide you the advice to make 
an informed real estate decision.

Get a fast, reliable and accurate value of your asset or portfolio in any sector, anywhere in Egypt, from 
experienced and certified professionals for all types of assets.

Our consultancy is justified by extensive research & analytics covering detailed market research studies,Market
entry advisory, SWOT analysis, highest and best use studies, design reviews and recommendations, tenant 
mix and retail studies, facility management plans, marketing and sales plans, feasibility studies. 

INFORMED . POLISHED . PROFESSIONAL
We are business owners and we think like business owners. We speak the language. We get it. Our goals are to help our clients grow their businesses
and benefit their communities. We are collaborators in addressing challenges of spatial solutions and organizational efficiencies.

FULL-SERVICE CAPABILITIES
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CONSULTANCY
services
Development
Studies
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CONSULTANCY services Development Studies

Market Research &
Competition Analysis
Gain an in-depth look at 

your competitors and into 
the market overall to make 
well-informed decisions.

Undertaking demographic 
studies, comparative 

market surveys & analysis 
by applying both qualitative 
& quantitative techniques, 
and identifying the latest 

market trends.

SWOT Analysis & 
Recommendations

Gaining more insights 
about the project on
how it stands and 
compares in the 

marketplace.

Unique Selling 
Proposition (USP)

A unique selling 
proposition is what 
makes the project 

different from
other projects in 

the market.

Highest &
Best Use Studies

Identify which use
would bring maximum 

value to a piece of
vacant land, under 

development project
or an improved

parcel.

Concept 
Designs

Present 
recommendations 

regarding the concept 
design, master plan, the 

main program, 
preliminary designs, and 

schedule of areas, to 
meet the customer needs 

and operational 
requirements.

Marketing &
Sales Studies

We offer a tailor-made  
marketing strategy for the  
project, as well as expert 

analysis of any of the 
previous marketing 

campaigns (if available).

Retail Studies &
Tenant Mix

Provide the latest market 
trends, including 

researching & analysing 
competitive properties, 

undertaking market 
surveys & analysis, and 
demographic studies.

Facility Management & 
Operational Studies

We offer detailed 
manuals for building 

operation and Facility; 
including maintenance, 
cleaning and security,

for longevity and
efficient use.

Valuation
Studies

Computing the estimated 
sale/rental value

(Average per SQM) for 
different unit types. 

Recommendations on 
pricing policy (considering 

area & location of units) and 
payment plans, and 

determine all contractual 
conditions. 

Financial
Studies

Timely and precise financial 
data are indispensable for 
effective decision-making, 
as well as for corrective 

action by project 
management staff, to 

enhance the prospects of 
timely completion of 

deliverables within the 
planned project budget

and scope.
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CONSULTANCY services Development Studies | Power In Numbers

sales
Value
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since 2016 Arming our clients with detailed market research and latest trends,

so that well-informed decisions are the only ones that are made. 

77
projects

39 Development Study

24 Market Research
 
14 Financial Study

11 Governorates Our services extend all Over Egypt

9 Market Entry Advisory 
You can rely on the knowledge and
expertise of our exceptional real estate
professionals to offer top-tier guidance

8 Investment sector 
Residential Compounds, Commercial,
Administrative, Medical, Educational,
mixed -use, Logistics

24
Market
Research

14 Investment Destinations

06 Delta & Upper Egypt
 
04 Second Home

East Cairo
West Cairo
Others



CONSULTANCY services Development Studies | TRACK RECORD
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CONSULTANCY
services
Asset
valuation



CONSULTANCY services Asset valuation | Power In Numbers

EGP 73.4 BILLION
Is the total value of our evaluated 748 assets, and categorized as follows

Our licensed valuation experts are technically strong and experienced
appraisers conducting  hundreds of valuations annually for our clients

all-over Egypt and world wide, getting fast, reliable and accurate fair
market value for all types of assets in all the real estate sectors

Egp

30B
Mixed-Use
Assets

Egp

12.5B
Medical
Assets

Egp

11.2B
Residential
Assets

Egp

9.2B
Hospitality
Assets

Egp

5.6B
Industrial
Assets

Egp

2.4B
Agricultural
Assets

Egp

1.5B
Educational
Assets

Egp

1B
Logistic
Assets
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CONSULTANCY services ASSET VALUATION  | TRACK RECORD
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CONSULTANCY services ASSET VALUATION  | TRACK RECORD
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American Catholic Church



CONSULTANCY
services
Real Estate
Investment
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Offering diverse investment 

opportunities in the local market, 

covering all areas in Greater Cairo, 

and the investment zones in the 

coastal areas as North Coast, 

Sokhna, Sharm El-Sheikh and the 

Red Sea region. In addition to all the 

promising investment zones located in 

Lower and Upper Egypt. Whether you 

are buying or selling, our investment 

experts looking for top-tier solutions  

to maximize returns on your 

investments. Our growing investor 

pool allows us to seize exciting 

opportunities as they arise.
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CONSULTANCY services Real Estate Investment | coverage

Greater Cairo

Upper Egypt

Sharm El-Sheikh

Red Sea

Sokhna

North Coast

Lower Egypt



CONSULTANCY services Real Estate Investment | Sectors

Commercial

Residential

Tourism & Hospitality

Administrative

Medical

Logistics

Educational

Industrial

Shopping Malls - Commercial Buildings

Entertainment Centers - Gas Stations 

Retail Chains & Hypermarkets

Lands allocated for Commercial use

Apartment Buildings - Serviced Apartments

Branded Residence - Multifamily Houses 

Residential Compounds

Lands allocated for Residential use

Hotels - Touristic Villages & Resorts

Lands allocated for Establishing Hotels or Resorts

Office Buildings - Companies Headquarters

Office Spaces - Business Parks 

Lands allocated for Administrative use

Hospitals - Polyclinics

Medical Centers - Wellness Centers

Lands allocated for Medical use

Warehouses (Build-to-suit/ Co- Working)

3PL Facilities - Distribution Centers - Fulfilment Centers

Dry /Sea - Ports Lands

Lands allocated for Logistics use

Schools - Universities

Training & Educational Institutions

Land allocated for Educational use

Factories - Industrial Zone

Lands allocated for Industrial use
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CONSULTANCY services Real Estate Investment | Transactions types

Primary
First sale, including new releases and ongoing projects, Suitable if your money is not available at once. Suitable if your money is not

available at once, flexibility in payment terms, and unlike cash payment, there is an opportunity to invest in any other project and you

can merge your free and unfixed assets into more than one field with keeping the payment of installments and premiums on time.

Secondary (Re-sale)
The secondary Market (Resale) operations in the years following the floatation of the Egyptian Pound of reached rates of more

than 300%. Since this time, the idea of "resale" has become a popular business that many ordinary citizens have turned to.

Income generating properties
An opportunity to invest in large commercial assets and administrative buildings, which are difficult for investors, especially

individuals, to invest in due to their budget, which is usually limited, maintain revenue from day one since acquisition,

and enjoying high growth in real estate prices: whose prices may rise increasingly.

Co-Development
Our Real Estate Investment Experts will guide you finding the suitable partner of success, with full assist in strategies,

negotiating & agreements, navigating to the most suitable investment model, and acquiring the targeted co-development opportunity.
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CONSULTANCY
services
Funding
Advisory
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Provide ongoing support to 
navigate an ever-changing 
global landscape where 
demand for transparency 
and investor protection are 
dominant
Objectives:

Our multi-disciplinary team of experts aims to 

provide multi-jurisdictional advisory insights and 

solutions that help you rise to the challenges 

and capitalize on opportunities; our Funds 

Advisory is an integral part of the Investment 

Service.

Our Clients:

We are a third party consultant advisor, serving 

and connecting investment funds, developers, 

corporates, entrepreneurs and investors, while 

we work with a number of trusted service 

providers in the investment funds industry.

Service offerings:

Understanding the client's needs and overall 

objectives including their investment strategies 

and advising on possible solutions and 

connecting them with the trusted lending and 

equity sources in Egypt.

Assistance with drafting or review the Financial 

Modelling, Market Assessment & Partnership 

Agreement.
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COMMERCIAL
Sales



 

 

COMMERCIAL Sales
Primary Market

COMMERCIAL IS OUR CALLING
Providing all the needed information for the Most prestigious commercial projects in East, West and New Capital, to help you comparing to
take a better decision. LET THE POWER OF THE GLOBAL BRAND HELP YOU FIND WHAT YOU’RE LOOKING FOR.
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Commercial Sales | Primary Market
Sheikh Zayed Projects | Track record
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Commercial Sales | Primary Market
New Cairo Projects | Track record
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Commercial Sales | Primary Market
New capital Projects | Track record
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Commercial Sales | Primary Market
Projects | Track record
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COMMERCIAL IS OUR CALLING
Our team of consultants can help business owners and individuals buy, sell, or lease commercial real estate properties, as retail, office & medical.
LET THE POWER OF THE GLOBAL BRAND HELP YOU FIND WHAT YOU’RE LOOKING FOR.

COMMERCIAL Sales
Secondary Market
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Commercial Sales | Secondary Market
Anchors | Track record
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Commercial Sales | Secondary Market
Anchors | Track record
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Coldwell Bnaker Commercial professionals

can help you achieve your goals with an

unmatched level of service, expertise and

business savvy. We will help you reach new

heights, guid you to achieve your goals

and turn your vision into reality.

Your path to success is our commitment.

performance.
power.
results.



Thank You
/CBC ADVANTAGE

+2 012 2703 6790 www.coldwellbanker-eg.com

info.advantage@coldwellbankeregypt.com


